
Chapter 137:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
MOVE THE TREASURE?
"what is that?!"

Lin Wei exclaimed.

"Aircraft? How can those aircraft fly so fast?"

Chaber was shocked: "Aren’t ordinary aircraft swaying in the air? And they seem to be

flying around the central aircraft? It’s kind of like... a guard?"

Chaber was a little confused about his speculation.

Yang Ping looked at the aircraft in the center, his eyes flickering:

"The shape of the aircraft in the center looks completely different from other aircraft? It
is very advanced at first glance. Is it a special mechanical life?"

"If you kill that mechanical life, you should drop a lot of good things, right?"

a tall boy said expectantly.

Hearing this, everyone turned their heads to look at him.

The young man felt the eyes of everyone, looked at them, and was a little confused:

"What's wrong with you? Why do you look at me that way?"

Yang Ping smiled and said, "It's okay, but I think you have some ideas."

Min'er also raised the corners of her mouth slightly: "Wait until you can fly to the sky."

Lin Wei smiled and said: "I don't dare to think of such beautiful things in my dreams.
Let's explore some 100-meter-high buildings and 500-meter-high buildings with
peace of mind."

"Have you enough rest? Let's go in the building."
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"Um."

The group turned around and entered a five-hundred-meter-high building.

Except for Yang Pingping, the teams everywhere in Steel City were a little surprised to
see the fast-flying aircraft.

Some people speculate that this is a powerful special mechanical life.

Some people have also speculated that this is the treasure that moves in the El
Mechanical Ruins.

But no one has ever thought that this is a genetic warrior like them.

Because there can be hundreds of aircraft guards, and other aircraft will detour when
they encounter it. Could this be a genetic warrior?

nonexistent.

…………

On the square in front of a thousand-meter high-rise buildings under a floating city.

A tall Barrow and a coalition of Barrows and other racial powers are besieging the
mechanical guards on the square.

A team of powerful mechanical guards died under the siege of many genetic warriors,
and soon only the mechanical leader and four mechanical giant dogs were left at the
gate.

Barrowian Venetian looked at the headed mechanical leader, a dignified light flashed in
his eyes, and said:

"I dragged the mechanical leader, and you solved the four mechanical dogs as fast as
possible, and then besieged the mechanical leader together."

"Yes, son!"

Beside Baiyesi, six Barrow people nodded in response.

These Barrows are all powerful leaders at the top level.



And Baiyesi, as the son of the Barrow war emperor Gale war emperor, is a powerful
leader-level warrior.

Just when Shutters was about to order an attack, a roar suddenly came from the

horizon.

Everyone's complexion changed, and they turned to look in the direction of the sound.

After that, they saw a group of flying vehicles guarding a black diamond- shaped flying
vehicle in the center, swiping across the sky and flying towards the floating city.

The aircraft guards around the floating city scattered after encountering this group of
aircraft and let them enter the floating city.

Looking at the aircraft entering the floating city, Blindfold's eyes widened, a little
shocked:

"What was that just now?! In the family's information about Al's mechanical ruins, it
seems that you have never encountered this diamond-shaped black aircraft? Do you

know what it is?"

The Barrow people around looked at each other, and then shook their heads:

"My son, we don't know either."

Baiyesi's eyes flashed, and then a look of excitement appeared:

"Could it be a moving treasure house? I actually entered our floating city! It seems that
my venetian silk is the destiny! Maybe there are extremely precious and powerful
treasures inside, which can make me soar into the sky, and even become invincible like
my ancestors. The emperor!"

Baiyesi became more excited as she thought about it, and felt that this was the
opportunity that El Mechanical Ruins had specially prepared for him!

Other Barrow people also think so.

They looked at the son they followed with excitement.

"Congratulations, son!"



"The son will soon become the strongest arrogant in Baiyun Prefecture!"

Baiyesi's eyes flashed with light, and she said:

"Quick! Kill these watchdogs first! This son will get the treasure right away!"

"Yes!"

Under the encouragement of the treasure, Bai Ye Si exerted the most powerful force,
suppressing the first-order perfect mechanical leader by one person.

Other people are also besieging the giant mechanical dog.

When Baiyesi and the others were besieging the mechanical guards, after Lu Yuan and
Amy went up to the floating city, they ordered a group of aircraft to open fire
everywhere, killing all the mechanical guards on the street.

And the Black Bear No. 1 came to the location of a kilometer high building in the core

area at the fastest speed.

Lu Yuan and Amy left the aircraft. Amy rioted with Tianluo wisteria, and rushed
towards the mechanical guard on the square of the kilometer-high building.

At this moment, all the mechanical guards suddenly froze in place, and then a series of
electric sparks ran wildly, and all the mechanical guards fell to the ground almost at the
same time.

Including the mechanical leader.

And Amy's Tianluo Wisteria hasn't touched his opponent yet.

Amy: "???"

She looked at the mechanical guard who fell to the ground, full of question marks.

She turned her head to look at Lu Yuan, her eyes full of shock:

"Lei Feng? Did you do it?!"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Yeah."



Amy's small mouth twitched: "Are you a monster?"

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched.

Does this feel like cursing?

He said helplessly: "Okay, don't talk about it, hurry up, we have limited time, and
quickly collect everything."

Amy nodded.

At this moment, a team of mechanical guards patrolled the street behind Lu Yuan and

Amy, and saw Lu Yuan and Amy, about to attack.

Suddenly, their bodies halted, put away their weapons, and in Amy's stunned eyes,
they ran to the square and began to pick up various light balls.

Soon, after they picked up all the light balls, they ran to Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan put the light group away and looked at Amy, who had a small mouth open on
the side, with a bewildered look:

"Let me here first, and we'll divide it together later."

"……Oh."

Amy nodded blankly.

Then the two ran into the kilometer high building.

They ran through all the rooms as quickly as possible, and after putting away all the
treasures inside, they left the tall building.

From coming to the kilometer high building to kill all the mechanical guards, to
collecting all the things, and then leaving, the whole process took only a minute or so.

boarded the Black Bear One, which was parked outside. In just a few seconds, they
arrived at the second one-kilometer-high building and started a new round of processes.



Five minutes later, Black Bear One came to the center of the three-kilometer- high
building.

As soon as Lu Yuan and Amy arrived at the gate, the six mechanical leaders sparked all
over their bodies and fell to the ground trembling.

For this scene, Amy has become numb.

She still doesn't understand how Lu Yuan did it.

Originally, Amy thought that Lu Yuan had recorded mechanical interference.

But mechanical interference will definitely not be able to do this step, so Amy will not
be treated by Lu Yuan now.

can only guess that Lu Yuan possesses very powerful treasures.

However, Amy didn't ask much.

After picking up all the treasures of the six mechanical leaders, Lu Yuan and Amy went
up to a three-kilometer-high building.

A minute later, they walked out of the tall building, their faces full of surprises.

The harvest is extremely rich!

"Go, let's continue!"

Lu Yuan smiled and said.

Amy also nodded a little excitedly: "Hmm!!"

The two got on the Black Bear One, and when Lu Yuan was about to leave, he
suddenly thought of something.

"Wait, let's fly around the core area."

Amy was taken aback, and asked some doubts: "What's the matter?"

"I'll look for El core fragments."



Amy looked at Lu Yuan with some doubts:

"Do you use that useful?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Yeah."

A faint light flashed in Amy's eyes.

She felt that she understood why Lu Yuan could do so many weird things. It turned out
that it was because of the core fragment of Al?

But why can't she do it?

Could it be that the core fragment of Al is just a medium, but it is because there are
other treasures that it can do this?

Amy thought for a while, but found that her head couldn't understand it, so she was too
lazy to think about it.

Just follow Lei Feng anyway.

Lu Yuan naturally didn't know Amy's guess.

Although Amy guessed that the core fragment of Al was useful for him, the usefulness
was wrong.

Inside the 3,000-meter-high building, Lu Yuan obtained three El core fragments.
After absorbing it, Lu Yuan found that his relationship with the El Mechanical Ruins

had become closer.

He is now more and more looking forward to what will happen if he continues to
absorb.

After going around the core area for a while, with the hint of the Evolution Cube, Lu
Yuan found two El core fragments.

Then they drove the Black Bear One to leave the floating city and head to the next
floating city.

From entering the floating city to leaving, Lu Yuan and Amy did not waste any time. It
took 15 minutes in total.



The main reason is that Lu Yuan's mechanical control is too outrageous. All the
mechanical guards can't even block them for a second, and even help them pick up

loot.

The other thing is that they only explored four thousand-meter-high buildings and one
3,000-meter-high building.

Naturally it will be faster.

The real time is to find El core fragments in the core area.

…………

About half an hour after Black Bear One left the floating city, the sky elevator came to
the square of the floating city from the steel city below.

The venetian ribbon came out with a group of subordinates.

His face is not very good, and his face is angry:

"Damn it! We were wasting too long below! Let the mobile treasure go!"

Baiyesi's subordinates all lowered their heads and dared not speak.

After the atmosphere fell silent, Bai Yesi took a deep breath, calmed down her angry
mood, and said:

"But it doesn't matter, as long as I find the core fragment of El, I can break through to
Tier 2, when the entire El mechanical ruins, I will walk sideways. Sooner or later I can
find the mobile treasure!"

Hearing Baiyesi's words, all the subordinates nodded again and again.

"The son is right! We all failed to obtain the mobile treasure, and others will certainly
not be able to obtain it. We still have a chance!"

Baiyesi nodded: "Go to the core area first. The first goal is to find the core fragments of
El, and the second goal is to search all the tall buildings! Let's go!"

"Yes!"



Baiyesi once again brought a group of subordinates with high spirits and approached the
core area.

…………

After half an hour, Bai Yesi and a group of subordinates stood in front of the gate of the
3,000-meter-high building.

Outside the gate, six mechanical leaders have fallen to the ground. The gate is open and
it is very quiet.

The atmosphere fell into dead silence.

They have seen this scene many times.

This is true for all the kilometer-high buildings in the four areas.

At first, Baiyesi and the others did not believe in evil. After entering the high building
and looking around, they had to believe in evil after all the rooms had been explored.

Now, the venetian purple face is a little black, and none of his subordinates dared to
speak, even gasping for breath.

After the atmosphere fell silent, Blindfolds had a trace of blood in her eyes, and her
voice was squeezed from between her teeth:

"Who is it?! Who did it?!"

"The air elevator is clearly in our hands. No one else has moved. Who came up to this

floating city and took away the treasures from the tall buildings here?!"

"How did they get up?! Could it be impossible to fly?! Ah?!"

Shutters' roar resounded throughout the core area.

At this moment, Baiyesi and a few Barrow subordinates were taken aback, their eyes
widened suddenly.

The breathing of several people suddenly became heavy.

A Barrow man in a robes spoke with some uncertainty:



"My son...Could it be that they really can fly?"

Another Barrow person said:

"The son... These corpses are the same as the ones encountered before. There are no
scars on their bodies, and there are no traces of fighting around them."

Shutters' eyes flickered, staring at the corpse of the mechanical leader on the ground.

"That diamond flying machine!!!"

Shutters gritted his teeth and said: "Only the diamond-shaped flying machine flew up!"

Shutters and a group of Barrow people flashed their eyes~www.mtlnovel.com~ There

was a look of uncertainty in their eyes.

A Barrow man opened his mouth and said, "...what exactly is that diamond- shaped
aircraft? It can not only allow other aircraft to guard it, but also allow these mechanical

guards to die as if they are self-destructing. Is it the king of the Ayre machinery ruins?"

Another Barrow humanity said: "But, as the king of the El mechanical ruins, why does
it take the treasures in the tall buildings? The ruins themselves are prepared by the land

of origin for us genetic warriors, right?"

"Then you rarely think that the genetic warrior will fail? Which genetic warrior can do

this kind of thing?"

"this……"

There was a lot of discussion.

Baiyesi frowned, then gave a cold snort and said:

"Whatever it is, this time, we have written it down! There is still time to go to another
floating city! No matter what, we must get the core fragment of El. This is the ticket to
the central floating city! We Can't miss that feast!"

"Yes!!"



"Look for a nearby floating city, not on the route that the weird diamond- shaped
aircraft came and left. The floating city on the route may be explored and collected by
the weird diamond-shaped aircraft."

"Yes!"

Baiyesi and his group did not even continue to explore the other high-rise buildings in
the core area. Instead, they left this floating city directly, descended into the steel city,
and then quickly moved towards another floating city that did not intersect with the
black bear No. 1 line.
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